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ou are living at the precise moment in which the civiliza-

tion of the Earth will shift to an age of peace and enlight-

enment…. the midst of a global transformation that will 

affect every aspect of your life. It’s an incredible time to be 

alive, and the signs of this are everywhere. The Awake and 

Empowered Expo is a celebration of this global shift in con-

sciousness and an instrument for thriving in a new era.

Our 3-day expo includes an exciting line up of topics pre-

sented by speakers who are pioneers and experts in their 

fields. Our event is the culmination of ground breaking infor-

mation presented by pioneers and experts from around the 

world on topics including: 

 

             Holistic Health | Longevity | Spirituality

    Consciousness | Energy | Vibration Sound Healing

Enjoy interactive demonstrations, participate in the meditative 

and energy balancing practices of Ki Qigong, and realign and 

strengthen the body through yoga and the vibration of plane-

tary gongs and crystal bowls. And, explore a unique group of 

exhibitors and sponsors all under one roof. These innovative 

companies are advancing health and wellness with innovative 

products and services for a new age.

Here is a sampling of our keynote and lecture presenters...

• Ethann Fox - Energy Transfer & Discourse

• Dr. Edward Group – Children Of The New Earth

• Sam Osmanagich – The Bosnian Pyramid Project

• Kevan Ryon – Unlocking Self Healing Within

• Lisa Bousson – Mediumship | The Soul’s Journey

• Micheila Sheldan – Channeling Universal Truths

• Mark Romero - High Vibrational Sound Healing

• Brian Granader – Meditation | Tibetan Heart Yoga

• David Stetzer - Electrical Pollution, EMF, And Your Health

• Rehmannia Dean Thomas – Chinese Herbalism |Raw Food

• Mandara Cromwell – Cymatics | The Science Of Sound

• Ken Chorley – Telekenesis, Aerokinesis And Hydrokinesis

• Barb Morey – Understanding Auras

• Ty Bollinger - The Truth About Cancer

• Sarah King – Enhance Your Life With A Raw Food Diet

• Dale And Valerie - Planetary Gong Immersion

• Panels On Consciousness And Spiritual Development

• Dixon’s Violin – Opening Night Musical Celebration
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The Awake and Empowered Expo is a project of the Flower of Life 
Center for Human Evolution in Troy, Michigan and brought to you by 
its conference committee and members. Flower of life was founded 
to provide individuals with ideas, real world tools, and inspiration to 
cause a positive evolution in their lives and in the world. 


